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Principles from the Hidden Heritage of Prison Education arrd Prison Reform

Alexander Maconochie, at a British penal colony in the South Itacific, 1840s

1. Prisoners should be treated with courtesy and with dignity.
2. A good program can interrupt nonsocial or asocial behavior.
3. Good organizational cultures are not threatened by any prisoner or group of prisoners.
4. Prison security does not have to traumatize prisoners.
5. Good programs help prisoners resist temptation, to become posl-release citizens.
6. Prisoners move quickly from high security to a high emphasis on freedom, opportunity.

William George, at a prison for juveniles in upstate New York (NY), 1876-1900

1. Nothing should be for free, without labor.
2. All community members should be treated equally.
3. Prisoners should share responsibility for the improvement of their own lives.
4. Democracy helps people think critically, work toward community and personal goals.
5. Influence results not from being an authoritarian, but from being a good role môdel.
6. Prisoners who make community decisions also make more apprr>priate decisions.

Thomas Mott Osborne, at two NY State prisons and a U.S. Navy prison, 1913-1920

1. Nothing is gained by thinking of prisoners or parolees as enemies in a permanent war.
2.lf a r:hallenge is framed correctly, a group of prisoners will do the right thing.
3. The bottonr upitop down/meet in the middle framework can appllr in prison democracy.
4. Prisons can be transformed into schools, into large classes in social ethics.
5. The extreme complexity of the human condition makes prison democracy mysterious.
6. The benefits of shared responsibility canr be experienced by prisoners and staff.

stephen Duguid, in four prisons in British columbia, Ganadan 'lg70s-1990s

1. Democracy/shared responsibility can work in a whole prison, or in a part of a prison.
2. Cognitive-moral-democratic approaches help in prison; 'carry thnrugh to post-release.
3. Studying the humanities, social sciences, and arts help prisonersi understand society.
4. Democrar:y takes time and often focuses on unimportant details.
5. Post-secondary education can help prisoners, prison employees outside communities.
6. When central office thinking changes, effective prison programs rnay be phased out.

California $tate University, San Bernardino (CSUSB) Reentry lrritiative (CSRI), now

1. Upon first, hearing of the hidden heritage evidence, most people in the U.S. reject it.
2. A transfornrational imperative works: "it don't mean a thing if it a n't transformational."
3. Despite different goals, all students and all staff need to learn an,l develop.
4. The best security system is a good organizational culture; at CSIll, a principlle of the

Truth and Reconciliation movement that helped end South Africa's apartheid is applied
toward that end: "we don't talk about that anymore" ("that" means the things we did to
others and the things that were done to us!-it is time to move orr with our lives.

5. E pluribus unum, the U.S. nnotto, is the CSRI motto: race and gangs do not matter.
6. Each CSRI site is the safest place in town, an antidote to post-release stress.
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*lntegral prison education he rs been experienced in the great democratic experiments in our field.
For example, it was operational in the U.S., at William George's Junior Republic (upstate New York)
beginning in 1895) at Thom as Osborne's Mutual Welfare League at New York's State's Auburn and
Sing Sing Prisons, and at the U.S. Naval Prison in Portsmouth, New Hampshire (XS)13-1g26); at Anton
Makarenko's Gorky Colonies in the Soviet Union (1922-1938); it was also part of the institutional milieu
in Herr Von Obermaier's jail in Bavaria, Germany, and Colonel Mr:ntesino's Valencia Prison in Spain
(both of which were in the 1 B50s); and at Frederick A. Demetz's famous Mettray juvenile facility in
France (1840-1Sf37), as welias at other in other nations. (Gehring, T., and Eggleston, C. [2006].
Correctianal Education Chr<tnology. San Bernardino: California State University).**ln bureaus, educators ultimertely report to prison management; in CSDs, educators report to other
educators; unden the Europ<tan Prison Rules, most education inside prison is normalized, in outside
community schools, or with 1:he same standards as in outside community schools.


